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At the time of the index launch,
the combined market capitalisation
of the companies included was

$13 billion.
Recycler Sims Metal GrouP was

the largest at $3 billion; skylight
manufacturer Skydome Holdings the

smallesr at $5 million.
Trials of the index showed that it

increased by 42.9 per cent in the 2007
financial year, outperforming both the

S&P/ASX 200 and the S&P,zASX Small

Ordinaries indices. Since January,

however, it has fallen heavilY.

O'Brien says it will be fascinating to

see what happens. "There'll be some

big losers in there but overall the pie

has got to get bigger."
The indexwill be published monthly at

first, but O'Brien is seeking a partner that
will enable it to be put out in real time'
Luke Forrestal
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Baby boom

o A record number of migran- a::
the highest birth rate in a g,ener::. :
last year produced Ausualia's :1,:r:s:
population growth rate in 20 r.-e:rs.

Figures from the Australiar 3::ea -l

of Statistics show that a total o: 1-9.- - -

migrants arrived and 264.300 babies

were born in the year to Septembe:

2007. It was the largest number o: i:: -:-'
in the country for 26 years.

Western Australia recorded :l-te,al -:. -' -

percentage gain in populatior. l : :. -

cent, following by Queenslarc a:-: :::
Northern Territory [both 2.2:e: -::. -

Victoria and the ACT (1.5 per ce ::: . I .. '

South Wales and South Ausua,:, . :-:
cent) and Tasmania (0.8 per c:r-.: .

Immigration boosts t he tt ortl :c.. ':
the economycan expand uirhou: :r-:-.-:l=

excessive pressure on wages. i:t-a: -.. ,

and interest rates. It means higi:, :
demand for new homes and qo'*: -.

go into them. That's a boost for:--=
housing industry and retailers. S.:'' 

= 
:

migration means employers car. '.i-

positions, promoting a posinr-e c.'c-= : -

employment, spending and inles-.-:::
But there are short-term donr-isi:t.

to population growth. Immigrano-
leads to demand growing faster tha:
supply as migrant families contribu:=
to demand, but only rhose migran:s
who work contribute to supply.

Migrants also add to demand beto:e
they iind work. These facrors can ac:
to inflationary pressures.

Georgina Dent

TheyVe lost the battle to
prevent a recession - the ner.'-

battle lines are being drawn.
and theywant to prevent a

deep recession
UBS economist lames O'Sullivan on the

US Federal Reserve's latest interest rate cuts
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